FLUOKIT M+
The smart "withdrawable" solution

More user-friendliness and increased operator safety

To stay ahead of increased customer requests such as easier installation and maintenance in the PG cubicles (CB functions), we have designed a new version that meets all the requirements and offers optimal safety.

Slide in or out operations have replaced the bolted connections used in the fixed version. The withdrawable function is now added to extend the offer of the FLUOKIT M+ range.
Respecting the operations of fixed type cubicles, it is the circuit breaker that connects the fixed part with sliding contacts. The withdrawable operations are facilitated by a guide plate, which also absorbs any possible constraints of civil engineering.

A promising solution!
Already two orders with a total of 36 PG have been recorded for our customer NEXANS in Morocco.

Available characteristics:
- Rated voltage 24 kV
- Rated current 630 A
- Short circuit current 16kA rms 3s / 40 kA
- Internal arc withstand

For more information
For more information about this new addition to the range, please consult Mabcom SSM or your contact at AMT:
Daniel Noel
+33 (0)3 85 29 36 83